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Civility and humility are key for avoiding contractual disputes. GETTY
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services. But CPR’s CEO Allen Waxman says the best way to ensure

your company stays out of court is to deploy dispute prevention

practices and avoid disputes with business partners in the first

instance.

Amgen’s Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary

Jonathan Graham agrees — and adds civility and humility as two

key ways to avoid value-depleting disputes. CPR recently lauded

Graham with the 2022 Corporate Leadership Award for leadership

in dispute prevention and resolution.

‘Less Conflict’ Mantra Is Getting Traction

CPR’s mantra of “less conflict” is advancing rapidly as companies

such as Amgen lead the dispute prevention movement. Waxman

notes that Amgen has shown leadership in conflict resolution best

practices for almost three decades. In 1994, Amgen signed the CPR

pledge, where parties agreed to consider negotiation before

entering into litigation. Amgen later signed CPR's 21st-century

“Corporate ADR Pledge,” and most recently Amgen signed the

dispute prevention pledge for business relationships. (21  Century

Corporate ADR Pledge and Dispute Prevention Pledge)

Graham has been at the center stage of Amgen’s dispute prevention

efforts since he took the helm of Amgen’s legal department in 2015.

Graham — a graduate of the University of Texas School of Law and

a Legends in Law recipient — has garnered a reputation for his

work championing dispute prevention.

Graham has been a long-time advocate for Alternative Dispute

Resolution (ADR) techniques for settling disputes. “Alternative

Dispute Resolution success is almost always preferable to a

litigation expense,” he says, “because it stresses the value of

compromise in dispute resolution.”
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But Graham's efforts go far beyond traditional ADR techniques

such as mediation and arbitration which focus on dispute

settlement and not dispute prevention. He has taken prevention to

a new and somewhat unexpected level by emphasizing individual

and corporate humility and civility in dispute prevention.

In Graham’s acceptance speech at the CPR awards gala in New

York City, he explained the logic. “There are two background

conditions that are really important to resolving disputes. One is

the characteristic of civility, which we need a lot in our society right

now. And the other is humility, especially ‘intellectual humility.’”
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Applying Humility and Civility to Prevent

and Resolve Disputes

Humility — defined as the freedom from pride or arrogance — is

critical to preventing and resolving disputes. Graham recommends

you start by getting out of the “trench warfare” mindset when it

comes to conflict. This is because companies and individuals tend

to get wrapped up in being right when they have a conflict.

Graham expresses humility in the term of what he calls intellectual

humility. “What I mean by intellectual humility is the willingness

really to listen to the other side and to not believe that you're

always right yourself. The other side might have a point.”

When people find themselves in a disagreement, the common

approach is to try to prove the other side wrong. This tends to breed

anger and frustration. Checking your ego at the door and letting go

of the need to always be right or to “win” can be the secret sauce for

collaborating while issues are still small — long before they become

a dispute.

Graham admits that humility is often very difficult for an audience

of lawyers — especially litigation attorneys — whose job is to

protect their clients from risks and win in court. “Most lawyers are

trained in law to fight to be right. When you apply humility, you

must slow down and force yourself to have a more open and candid

discussion. But this vulnerability creates an authenticity that

fosters a much more conducive environment for collaboration and

creative problem solving for working through how to solve issues

before they become a dispute.”

Graham’s next tip? Be civil. Civility comes from the word civis,

which in Latin means citizen. The definition of civility refers to

politeness or etiquette. Examples of civility include treating others



with dignity, courtesy, respect, politeness, and consideration. It

also means speaking in tones of voice appropriate for the

circumstances and being respectful of others' right to express their

views, even if you disagree.

When you are in conflict with someone, it is easy to become

frustrated and angry. Graham explains. “Your anger and frustration

with the other side just get in the way of thinking logically and

collectively about what a better solution might be for both sides.”

He adds: “I've certainly become convinced that civility is incredibly

important,” adding that “it's a lot easier to resolve a dispute if

you've been unfailingly civil to the other side.” Equally important is

that it is much easier to prevent a dispute when you are civil.

While Graham’s ideas on humility and civility might seem

incongruous to include in the dispute resolution toolbox, they are

increasingly important for collaborative long-term business

relationships.

Professor Thomas D. Barton (California Western School of Law), a

leading thinker on preventive law practices, is pleased to see

organizations such as Amgen and CPR shifting their focus to

educating their members on more preventive concepts. Barton —

author of Preventive Law and Problem Solving: Lawyering for the

Future — shares his perspective.

“I applaud Graham’s advice to fellow lawyers about the power of

humility and civility in preventing and resolving legal disputes.

Without intellectual and personal humility, we are unlikely to

imagine fully the potential friction points of an institutional or

social environment, nor how to smooth them preemptively through

small interventions or broader re-design. Without civility toward

others, we are unlikely to develop the relationships of trust that are
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crucial to implementing preventive measures or creative

resolutions.”

Proven Preventive Practices

Barton — a long-time advocate of preventive law practices — points

out that dispute prevention techniques are not new. “While

preventive practices are not new, what is new is that companies like

Amgen have been practicing prevention techniques more

proactively. I applaud Amgen for their commitment to CPR’s

dispute prevention pledge for business relationships.”

He adds, “I am hopeful that as more people such as Jon Graham get

behind CPR’s ‘less conflict’ mantra you will start to see a positive

shift to using more proven preventive practices.”

Just what are proven preventive practices? Here are ten of the most

notable techniques:

1. Realistic Risk Allocation

2. Formal (not implied) Covenants of Good Faith and Fair

Dealing clauses

3. Partnering

4. Deal Architect

5. Formal Relational Contracts

6. Aligned Incentives

7. Dispute Evaluation Systems and Metrics

8. Formal Governance Mechanisms

9. Step-Negotiation Process

10. Standing (or Standby) Neutral

CPR is keen to understand how companies are applying dispute

prevention practices and is launching a research initiative with the
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University of Tennessee to understand the extent to which

organizations are using dispute prevention practices.

The Bottom Line

The bottom line? It is your bottom line. Conflict prevention

practices pay off. Graham sums it up nicely. “Sometimes you have

to be in court, but there are many times there are many better ways

to solve your disagreement — and even prevent disputes altogether.

I am a firm believer that the tactics and strategies of prevailing

without going to court are just as important as those inside the

courtroom.”

Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website. 
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